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Searching for the right finance solution?

You’ve found the right place!
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		What we offer

		
2XL Commercial Finance is the complete professional service for anyone seeking any type of business or property finance. Established in 2007, we have a proven track record in assisting clients with a wide range of funding requirements and in the last year placed just over £35 million of borrowing for our clients despite being in a global pandemic.

We have a previous extensive background within the commercial banking sector and therefore fully understand how to match the requirements of the commercial funding providers with the needs of borrowers to ensure the clients get the very best deal for their individual circumstances.

Never has it been more difficult to obtain funding in the marketplace whether that be a commercial mortgage, lending against a residential property portfolio, asset finance or invoice discounting. The problems are well publicised, and we firmly believe that the presentation and content of a funding proposal is the key to success. Working with an extensive panel we will present the case for you in a way that is required by the lender. To this end, we will discuss your requirement in detail with you, gather all the information that will be required and put together a comprehensive proposal. Once approved, we will liaise with the lender through to the drawdown of the facility.

2XL Commercial Finance Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a member of NACFB so you can be sure you are dealing with trusted and fully regulated advisers. We have national coverage and can deal with anyone in the UK with offices based in Leicester and Cheshire we can provide you with the tailored personal service you deserve.
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    		Commercial and Business Mortgages

			
Thinking about buying your own premises? Or are you considering investing in a commercial or residential property? Whether it's buying, investing or expanding your current portfolio, a commercial mortgage may be the right solution for you.
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    		Commercial - Business - Personal Insurance

			
Don't waste your hard work in business by not securing appropriate insurance to cover all risks. We can help you with Public Liability Insurance, Employee Liability Insurance, Professional Indemnity Insurance, Buildings Insurance, Debtor protection, Life & critical illness plus much more.
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    		Development Funding

			
If you are looking to redevelop an existing site or to invest in building a new commercial or residential property, we can help you secure development funding. Our experts can also help you with options to reinvest or expand your portfolio.
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    		Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme

			
At 2XL, we can help you buy a business or secure finance to start your own! Whether it's finance to purchase assets or to find alternative funding in the absence of security, find out more.
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    		Finance for Pension Funds (SSAS or SSIP)

			
Are you looking to make your SSAS or SIPP work harder for you? Whether you are on the search for a new property to invest in using your pension scheme, we can help guide you through the process.
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    		Finance for Professionals

			
Specialist industries deserve specialist advice. If you operate in any of these areas, then do get in touch to find out how we can assist you in sourcing and securing finance solutions. Our team have experience working with Doctors, Dentists, Vets, Pharmacists, Solicitors, Care Homes and Specialist care providers.
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    		Business Loan and Peer-to-Peer Funding 

			
Looking to expand your business with an immediate cash injection? Maybe to pay a tax bill or purchase new equipment? We can help secure funding to support your business including the purchase of a new business or ease cashflow.
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    		Property Portfolio Funding 

			
Whether it's a solution to refinance existing properties, purchase a new commercial or residential property or to search for stronger rates of interest to release cash, 2XL can help you find funding.
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    		Asset Finance 

			
Looking to purchase new assets or equipment for your business? Whether it is a business property refurbishment, an update to your fleet or machinery or even adding that much needed van or car for your business, we can help you secure asset finance.
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    		Invoice Discounting and Factoring 

			
Do you need to raise cash against your debtor book? If you need to collect cash from your suppliers or are facing withdrawals of overdraft facilities, we can help you raise more money against your book. Click to find out more!
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		Who are 2XL?

		

		
We are a team of Commercial Finance Professionals who are dedicated to sourcing and advising on a wide range of commercial finance types on both a relationship and transactional basis. Whether you are looking to start a new business or require expert advice on business finance related subjects, we're here to help.

2XL Commercial Finance Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority which sets the minimum standards and protocol for the commercial broking sector. We have a proven track record in assisting clients with a wide range of funding requirements. We have a previous extensive background in the commercial banking sector and therefore fully understand how to match the requirements of the commercial funding providers with the needs of borrowers.
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			£76
Million of borrowing in 2019


			103
Transactions last year


			#1
On Freeindex


		


	
	Where we XL!

		

		
Using our extensive commercial banking background we are able to assess, advise and assist with putting in place all types of business finance.

We always seek to fully understand your requirements and in most instances, we will want to sit down with you to discuss in detail your needs and to find out about you, your business and your plans. We will also gather and review all information that will be needed for a presentation to a potential funding provider.
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          Dan Pollock, Kingscrown Properties


          
            
Darren at 2XL Commercial has helped our business move forward enormously in the last 12 months, completing £10m in re-financing, providing some great business advice which has allowed us to raise funds to further develop the business and also save interest on existing borrowing. Darren has extensive knowledge in the lending business and we have found that by using a third party you can get a better deal from the bank.



            
            
          

                  
          Paul Heritage, Party Showroom


          
            
We cannot emphasise how much help we received from Darren Willoughby. There were many issues regarding completion – none of which were the responsibility of 2XL Commercial but their help meant we had someone on our side to speak with the bank at every step. We are certain that if they had not been as conscientious throughout, the purchase almost certainly would have gone wrong.



            
            
          

                  
          Chris Smith


          
            
Darren has been both very proactive, thoroughly professional and extremely supportive of our efforts and we appreciate it very much. If you are looking for funding in the UK in the 21st century, I can’t imagine there are many better than Darren. I could not recommend him more highly. Thank you Darren!



            
            
          

                  
          Mark Campion, BRC Promotions LTD


          
            
2XL were referred to me, from the offset I found Darren to be honest, straightforward and he gave me the confidence to move forward with the advice he offered. The service was efficient, friendly and he kept involved directly with the lender and myself which ensured a smooth hassle free purchase from application to completion. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Darren and 2XL to anyone needing commercial funding.



            
            
          

                  
          Alan and Alex White, Fresh Logistics


          
            
Darren been a hugely influential force in enabling us to purchase our first commercial property. From the outset, he has been positive in all his negotiations with various financial institutions and secured us a great deal. He continued to communicate with estate agents on our behalf and secured the purchase when it was looking doubtful. A refreshing change!



            
            
          

                  
          Lower Edge Developments Limited


          
            
Tim was the saviour of our student accommodation project, which started just as the banking crisis hit. When our original funders turned sour, he stepped in with an alternative which allowed us to proceed without missing a beat. He‘s continued to be our funding guru ever since!



            
            
          

                  
          Sal Arya, Arya Group


          
            
The service which we have received from your firm is outstanding. Your expertise in to the financial world is second to none. Your firm successfully meet all my needs and demands. Arya Group is looking forward to continue to use 2xl commercial services for the years to come.



            
            
          

                  
          Ivor Rowe, Link2Legal Ltd.


          
            
Tim Bamber was recommended to me by an estate agent who manages my portfolio of properties. I approached Tim and requested him to arrange finance to facilitate the purchase of a large block of residential flats. Tim made himself available for an early meeting at my home and arranged the finance via Lloyds TSB. He had full understanding of the nature of my needs, completed all the paperwork for me and submitted the application.



            
            
          

                  
          David Willans, Great Northern Inns Ltd.


          
            
Darren sorted out the refinancing of our business, where two others had failed to deliver a cost effective solution in a reasonable time scale. In 3 months. He kept us informed at every stage of the process and worked on our behalf tirelessly with Santander, to complete the deal. When others say it can’t be done or will take too long, to work for you, get in touch with  2XL Commercial.



            
            
          

                  
          Andrew Reed, Charnwood Brewery LLP


          
            
When we approached 2XL Commercial we were unsure of how best to try to finance the new venture. Darren’s advice was incisive and quickly matched us up with a Bank at a very competitive rate. He continued support was invaluable  until the finance arrived.



            
            
          

        




  




		

	




	
	LOAN CALCULATOR

	
Use our loan calculator to find out how much you could potentially borrow.



		
        
        
        
        
      	
        
            
                Loan amount

                
                       
                    

                        Please enter here the amount you expect to pay for a loan.                    
                  
                

            

            
            
                
                
                
                 
                Enter a value

            

        

        
            
                Down payment

                
                       
                    

                        Down payment is cash that you pay upfront for your home.                    
                  
                

            

            
            
                0.0%
            

            
                
                
                
                 
                Enter a value

            

        

    	
    		
    			Term in years

    			
	    				
	    			

	    				Number of years you have to pay.	    			
    				
    			

    		

            
      		
                years            

            
                
                
                
			     
                Enter a value

            

    	

        
            
                Interest rate (per year)

                
                       
                    

                        The percentage of interest that you will pay on your mortgage for a specific term.                    
                  
                

            

            
            
                %
            

            
                
                
                
                 
                Enter a value

            

        

        
            
                Property tax

                
                       
                    

                        Enter your property tax here if you know it.                    
                  
                

            

            
            
                per year            

            
                
                
                
                 
                Enter a value

            

        

        
            
                Home insurance

                
                       
                    

                        Most lenders require home insurance. Enter its price here.                    
                  
                

            

            
            
                per year            

            
                
                
                
                 
                Enter a value

            

        

        
            
                PMI

                
                       
                    

                        PMI is Private Mortgage Insurance which is usually required to pay if your Down payment less than 20%.                    
                  
                

            

            
            
                per month            

            
                
                
                 
                Enter a value

            

        

        
        
        	Your total monthly payment:
        	
		        £                
		                    
		

    

    
	
	    


		Your total monthly payment

		
			£            
			        

		


		

		
			Principal & Interest: 
			
				£                
							
		


		
		
		
        
            Interest: 
            
					£                
								
        


	











	











	



	GET IN TOUCH TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE

	CONTACT US
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2XL Commercial Finance Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. We are also full members of NACFB so you can be sure you are dealing with trusted and fully regulated advisers.


If you would like to explore further any of the possibilities in this area then please do give us a call on 01625 421 976 or drop us a email with your enquiry details and name and contact number at info@2xlcommercial.com and one of our team of advisers will give you a call back or alternatively click on the contact link.
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